
TRASHionals 12 
Round 5 
Toss-Ups 

1. With 1079, he is the highest-ranked player on the NHL's list of career assists not yet in the Hall of Fame. He debuted 
with Detroit in the 1985-86 season, spending four seasons there before being traded to St. Louis. He wouldn't get his first 
season assists title until after his trade to Boston in 1992. They'd trade him to the Caps in 1997, and they in turn would 
ship him to Philly in 2002. One-off free agent seasons in Anaheim and Edmonton ended the career of, for ten points, what 
center who benefited from playing with the likes of Brett Hull and Cam Neely? 

Answer: Adam Oates 

2. The name of a short-lived American automobile, it is shared by the only full-length album released by the short-lived 
grunge band Mother Love Bone, as well as an Israeli funk band and a British psychedelic rock band. In other media, it 
was the codename for an Indian experimental communications satellite and surname of Pop artist Billy. Kansas City and 
Manhattan, Kansas are both nicknamed as ï¿½Littleï¿½ ones, while this bank is based in the New York City area. Another 
business, punnily appended with the word ï¿½Corpsï¿½ serves as the multimedia corporation founded by the Beatles. For 
ten points, identify this fruity named shared by the daughter of Chris Martin and Gwyneth Paltrow as well as musician 
Fiona. 

Answer: Apples 

3. One character with this name was played by Michael St. Clair in Our Man Flint. The more famous one can quote from 
Plutarch's Life of Alexander, thanks to a "classical education," but apparently thinks that John Wayne starred in High 
Noon. His intelligence is shown in a mostly ad-libbed scene where he pretends to be William Clay, as well as his 
command to Karl to "shoot the glass." When told that he is "nothing but a common thief" after shooting Takagi, he 
responds that he is an "exceptional thief." His brother Simon is later brought down by his nemesis, a man he calls "Roy 
Rogers" and "Mr. Cowboy" and who responds, "Yippee-ki-yay, motherfucker." For ten points, name this Teutonic villain 
sent through a window by John McClane in Die Hard. 

Answer: Hans Gruber (accept either underlined name) 

4. Located at 135 Los Gatos Road, its slogan is "Taste the meat, not the heat." It was managed for a time by Lloyd 
Vickers, who was fired after he raised prices during a snowstorm and put tracking devices in the trucks. Other employees 
have included Leon Petard, a drug addict hired when the assistant manager mistook his rehab clinic addresses as former 
employers, two Donnas who both served as bookkeepers, and M. F. Thaterton, who quit to open a competing business 
across the street. It closed briefly when the Mega Lo Mart started to sell its main product, but opened again after the 
explosion that killed Buckley. With five branches serving the greater Arlen area, name, for ten points, this employer of 
Hank Hill on King of the Hill. 

Answer: Strickland Propane 

5. Anecdotes include cleaning poo out of a pool at a luxurious resort and encountering a former co-star at a lazer tag party, 
as well as a discussion of what happens if your toddler sees you in US weekly. The author has gets invited to a party for P 
Diddy's kids, and then has to look up their genders online. Other material deals with her relationship with her stepson 
Jack. The work also includes 15 Jennie Garth pics, as well as the antics of Liam and Stella. Co-written with Hilary Liftin, 
it hit the shelves last week alongside the author's mother Candy's effort, Stories from Candyland. For ten points name this 
followup to sTORI Telling, the latest book from Tori Spelling. 

Answer: Mommywood 



6. One of this game's characters is modeled after Australian actress Michelle Van Der Water. Players who beat this game 
in under five hours unlock a rocket launcher with infinite ammo. Along the way, players discover the role that Excella 
Gionne and a company named Tricell had in the creation of Uroboros, but not before facing enemies whose skin color 
created imagery that caused uneasiness with former Newsweek gaming blogger N'Gai Croal. As members of the BSAA, 
Sheva Alomar and Chris Redfield end up discovering what happened to Jill Valentine in, for ten points, what latest entry 
in a Capcom survival-horror series? 

Answer: Resident Evil 5 

7. One of the songs on this 1977 album helped inspire Corrine Bailey Rae's "Put Your Records On," while another 
prompted Stevie Wonder to write his tribute song "Master Blaster." It's last cut interpolates Curtis Mayfield's anthem 
"People Get Ready." Its title reflects the fact that it was mostly recorded in London following an attempt on the singer's 
life. For ten points, name this classic reggae album, whose songs include "Waiting In Vain," "One Love," "Jammin'" and 
the epic title track concerning the movement of "Jah people," by Bob Marley and the Wailers. 

Answer: Exodus 

8. Captain Cook spent so much time in his cabin playing this game that it became known as "The Captainï¿½s Mistress." 
Perfect play results in a win for the first player if he plays in the middle, according to James Allenï¿½s mastersï¿½ thesis. 
It was first marketed by Harrison Heath, who put out a number of disk puzzles. Zugzwang moves occur, unlike in tic-tac-
toe, because of the "gravity rule", which also allows for "pushup plays" and "undercuts". For ten points, name this Milton 
Bradley game, where players compete to form tesserae in a 7 by 6 grid. 

Answer: Connect 4 (accept Plot Four, Find Four, Four in a Line, or Four in a Row before "Hasbro") 

9. In its show's current run, California has produced three winners, the most of any state, most recently Dan Mella from 
season 14. The only non-American to win it was Vancouver's Bob Blake, who did so in season 7. Tom Cubbage was the 
only winner of a specialty tournament to go on to win it, as he represented SMU when winning the first college 
tournament. It is not held every season, skipping some years when its airing moved between fall and spring and in at least 
one case when an ultimate version was created. It's been filmed on the road twice, once in Atlanta and once at the 
Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, that being the most recent one. Featuring 15 players who have won at least 
three regular season shows, name, for ten points, this event most recently won by Dan Pawson on Jeopardy! 

Answer: Tournament of Champions 

10. Within two years of this show's expansion to 60 minutes, Proctor and Gamble brought in Douglas Marland as head 
writer. By 1981 the show was topping Marland's previous creation, the Luke and Laura supercouple he founded on 
General Hospital. The show easily outpaced such late-afternoon NBC offerings as Another World, Texas, and Santa 
Barbara until a ratings drop-off in the late 1990's as plotlines deviated away from the Lewis and Spaulding families with 
the departures of Daytime Emmy winners Cynthia Watros and Kim Zimmer. Long-time fans complained about the 
addition of steady-cam shots meant to mirror reality programming, integrated into the show in early 2008. For ten points, 
name this long-running 3pm drama that will conclude its 72-year network run on CBS in September 2009. 

Answer: (The) Guiding Light 

11. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. For ten points, name the 2005 Top Ten hit and its artist: [Track #18] 

Answer: "Lonely No More" by Rob Thomas (do not accept "Matchbox 20") 



12. Founded in 1912 by its namesake, for eight years it engaged in a cross-promotional arrangement with Subaru whereby 
special versions of the Outback and Forester bore its brand. Though it has several retail branches in Japan, its domestic 
retail outlets, save for a pair near Chicago, are all in the Northeast - including its flagship store, famously open 24 hours a 
day; however, it does much of its $1 billion plus annual sales through its mail-order catalogs. An Onion article claims it is 
the subject of an 80-year boycott by the African-American community. Frequently mocked for its association with 
middle-class preppies, many of its clothing lines, such as Allagash leather belts, Casco Bay sandals, and Kathadin [cah-
TAH-din] ski parks, are named for geographic features in its home state. For ten points, name this sporting goods and 
apparrel retailer based in Freeport, Maine. 

Answer: L.L. Bean 

13. "Come back again. I want to you stay next time. 'Cause sometimes the world ain't kind when people get lost like you 
and me. He's looking for home. 'Cause everyone needs a place. And home's the most excellent place of all. Don't wake up 
too soon. Gonna take a ride across the moon, you and me." Such sentiments prompted lawsuit threats from Universal 
Pictures arguing that this song infringed on their film, which inspired the lyrics but whose title character was not named 
anywhere in them. For ten points, name this 1983 adult contemporary smash, a staple of "worst songs ever" lists, in which 
we are all asked to be like E.T. and let something no humans have "shine wherever we go," by Neil Diamond. 

Answer: "Heartlight" 

14. The name's the same. Both men with this name were noted for their size relative to players of the time and had "Big" 
included in their nicknames. The older player appeared in Pittsburgh hitting 30 homers during the same year that Ralph 
Kiner was traded, and was himself traded to the Reds in a package for Don Hoak, missing out on the Pirates 1960 World 
Series win. He'd later play for the Mets, Cubs, Phillies, Braves and Astros. The younger player is currently a 40 year old 
free agent who last played for the A's in August 2008. He is currently tied with Ted Williams and Willie McCovey for 
18th on the home runs list. For ten points, give the shared name of The Big Donkey and The Big Hurt. 

Answer: Frank Thomas 

15. This director first gained attention for "General's Party," an ad for EB beer featuring Sid Vicious' cover of "My Way," 
and won a Gold Lion at Cannes for a commercial in which Jeep owners play Frisbee on top of steep mountains. He 
created The Lost Tape: Andy's Terrifying Last Days Revealed as a supplement to the DVD of his debut feature, while 
Under the Hood and Tales of the Black Freighter will accompany the DVD of his most recent project. For ten points, 
name this self-proclaimed "visionary" auteur who drew on the work of George Romero, Frank Miller, and Alan Moore to 
make Dawn of the Dead, 300, and Watchmen. 

Answer: Zack Snyder 

16. It first appeared in 1964 as the setting for "The word of unbinding". Unusual inhabitants include harekki and otaks. 
Pelnish lore states that humans and dragons were once one race, but split apart after the agreement of the Vedurnan. 
Confrontations between humans and dragons include the battles between Erreth-Akbe and Orm, and the battle between 
Orm-Embar, both at Selidor. Most magic involves speaking true names, and is taught at the school at Roke. The 
archipelago also includes Havnor, the Kargad lands, and Atuan. For ten points, name this setting of a 2006 Studio Ghibli 
Film and a 2004 sci-fi channel miniseries, as well as five books by Ursula K. Le Guin, featuring Tales, a Return, and a 
Wizard of the location. 

Answer: Earthsea 



17. A New Jersey native, he led Red Bank Catholic high school to the parochial title and was the school's first division 1 
football recruit in 20 years. As a freshman he stepped in for the injured Terry Cauley, and put up 199 yards in a loss to 
Rutgers. He would run for over 800 yards in each of his first two season, but exploded in 2008, ending the regular season 
with over 1800 yards in 17 touchdowns, stats the he embellished with a 261 yard performance that earned him MVP 
honors in his team's win over Buffalo in the International Bowl, after which he announced he would enter the NFL draft. 
The reigning Big East Player of the Year, name, for ten points, this UConn running back. 

Answer: Donald Brown 

18. A former classmate of Paris Hilton at the Convent of the Sacred Heart school and an NYU graduate, she was hired by 
Akon's label Konvict as a songwriter. Britney Spears and the Pussycat Dolls have recorded her songs, while the New Kids 
On The Block reunion album features two of her contributions as well as some of her vocals. She also performed at 
Lollapalooza in 2007 with the Starlight Revue. With a stage name inspired by an '80s hit song by Queen, this is, for ten 
points, what pop sensation, whose debut album The Fame has gone platinum thanks to the hit singles "Poker Face" and 
"Just Dance?" 

Answer: Lady Gaga or Stefani Joanne Germanotta 

19. The webcomic of this name by Dave Kellett focuses on the namesake 10-year old software billionaire, his grandfather 
and talking duck, Arthur. The self-proclaimed romantic interest of Jenny on My Life as a Teenage Robot has this as a first 
name, while it served as the stage surname of mime Gene and the professional wrestler known as the Angel of Death. As a 
first name, it is shared by a bicycle mechanic, a computer artist and an Eagles Cornerback, all with last name Brown. For 
ten points, identify this name shared in fiction by a seahorse from Finding Nemo, the alter ego of a singing rhinoceros in 
Death to Smoochy, a chick trapped in an egg with his legs sticking out on Jim Davisï¿½s US Acres and Plankton on 
Spongebob Squarepants. 

Answer: Sheldon 

20. Her difficult love life includes having a child with Santos Reynoso, who she would reconcile with much later, only to 
see him killed in a convenience store robbery, and a relationship with Tony Diaz, a separated gym teacher who goes back 
to his wife. She seemed interested in city counselor Archie Rodriguez, but their relationship never got past his helping her 
establish a salon, her dream after working at Zuchinni on a Stick and selling Herbalux, whose skin cream may make 
people lose their hair. Her relationship with her sister is often tense when her sister's job gets in the way of family, 
especially when their father, Ignacio, was hospitalized after a heart attack. Played by Ana Ortiz, this is, for ten points, 
what TV character, mother to Justin and sister to the title character on Ugly Betty? 

Answer: Hilda Suarez 

21. This man played the head of an insane asylum in the first Hollywood film to feature an atonal musical score, The 
Cobweb. He starred as Captain Archer in John Ford's last film, Cheyenne Autumn, while his titular detective in Madigan 
was spun off into a TV series. His last movie role was as Senator James Stiles in True Colors, and he was the victim, 
Ratchett, in 1974's star-packed Murder on the Orient Express. Also memorable as Colonel Lawson in Judgment at 
Nuremberg and Jim Bowie in The Alamo, he made a huge splash with his debut performance as a giggling psychopath 
who pushes a wheelchair-bound woman down a flight of stairs. For ten points, name this actor who was Oscar-nominated 
as Tommy Udo in The Spiral Staircase. 

Answer: Richard Widmark 



TRASHionals 12 
Round 5 
Bonuses 

1. Flight of the Conchords may now be the most known band ever to come of New Zealand. Identify these three other 
possible present or future contenders to that throne, for ten points each. 

1. Led by Neil Finn, formerly of Split Enz, this group's 1986 debut included the hits "Something So Strong" and 
"Don't Dream It's Over." 
Answer: Crowded House  

2. This duo had a major international hit in 1991 with the Latin-flavored hip-hop hit "How Bizarre." 
Answer: OMC or Otara Millionaires Club  

3. Named for a former automotive marque brand used by Nissan in New Zealand as well as the U.S., songs by this 
metal band include "In Love," "Blacken My Thumb," and, of course, "Motherfucker From Hell." 
Answer: The Datsuns  

2. Teams that made Dick Vitale cry softly into his pillow at night, for ten points each: 

1. Duke had but one week with top ranking as on January 28, this team beat Duke by two on a last-second bucket by 
James Johnson. 
Answer: Wake Forest University Demon Deacons  

2. This team handed Duke its first loss of the season, avenging an earlier defeat in the 2K Sports Classic. 
Answer: University of Michigan Wolverines  

3. The Blue Devils had their biggest regular-season loss when this team gave it a 74-47 drubbing. 
Answer: Clemson University Tigers  

3. Your mom called. Called my name last night. For ten points each answer questions peripherally related to your 
momma. 

1. The name of this insult game comes from the lots that older slaves were once sold in at auction; the objective was 
to make your opponent feel as worthless as this batch of slaves. 
Answer: Doing the Dozens  

2. The Dozens is also known by this term that shares very little with the word play game introduced in the Hillary 
Swank movie and DVD extra of P.S. I Love You. 
Answer: Snaps or Snapping  

3. This host and producer has turned "Yo Momma" into a game show on MTV with this year's edition in Atlanta 
after playing out Cali and New York 
Answer: Wilder Valderrama  

4. "It is written" that you will answer these questions about Slumdog Millionaire for ten points each. 

1. This is the name of the hero of the film, a Muslim orphan from Mumbai's Dharavi slum who goes on India's 
version of Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? 
Answer: Jamal  

2. Jamal is played by this teenage newcomer, who was spotted by director Danny Boyle's daughter on the BBC 
drama Skins. 
Answer: Dev Patel  

3. At the film's climax, one question stands between Jamal and victory. What literary character is the correct answer 
to that question? 
Answer: Aramis  



5. Given the headline of a country's entry in The Onion's Our Dumb World, name the country for ten points each. 

1. As Seen On Animal Planet 
Answer: Australia  

2. Plight Of The Living Dead 
Answer: Haiti  

3. Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, Select, Start 
Answer: Nicaragua  

6. Baltimore cops created by David Simon for ten points each. 

1. Debuting on Homicide: Life on the Streets, he's appeared in ten shows, including a variety of Law & Orders, and 
single episodes of shows like The X-Files and Sesame Street. He has always been played by Richard Belzer. 
Answer: John Munch  

2. He bounced between Homicide, the Marine Unit, and the Major Crimes unit on The Wire, where he circumvented 
the Major Crimes Unit hierarchy to investigate Avon Barksdale. He also created a homeless serial killer to get 
attention, eventually arresting a copycat homeless killer to pin the fake murders on. He was played by Dominic 
West. 
Answer: Jimmy McNulty  

3. A devout Catholic, he found solace in his daughter, Beatrice, after his marriage faltered and close friend Chris 
Thormann was blinded in a shooting whose investigation he forced himself into, almost resulting in the conviction 
of the wrong man. His "vacation" to Atlantic City at the end of season two turned into his apparent suicide, much 
to the disbelief of partner Meldrick Lewis. He was played by Jon Polito. 
Answer: Steve Crosetti  

7. Inter-racial rock bands used to be a relative rarity, but they're all over the place now. Identify these three such acts, for 
for ten points each. 

1. Turntablist Chris Kilmore and, since 2003, bassist Ken Kenney, formerly of the Roots, are both members of this 
alt-rock band, best known for hits such as "Drive," "Nice To Know You," and "Wish You Were Here." 
Answer: Incubus  

2. Duel frontmen Kyp Malone and Nigerian-born Tunde Adebimpe lead this New York group whose songs include 
"Wolf Like Me" and "Golden Age," Several music magazines, including Rolling Stone and Spin, hailed their 
latest release "Dear Science," as the best album of 2008. 
Answer: TV on the Radio  

3. This London band led by vocalist Kele Okereke [oh-kare-a-kay] and guitarist Russell Lissack released their album 
"Intimacy" in August 2008. Past hits from these postpunk revivalists include "Banquet" and "I Still Remember." 
Answer: Bloc Party  

8. Identify the following people with something in common, for ten points each. 

1. Created by Marjorie Child Husted, she was portrayed by Adelaide Hawley Cumming from 1949 through 1964. 
Answer: Betty Crocker  

2. One of the earliest Playboy centerfolds, in January 1955, she became famous for her jet black hair with bangs, as 
well as her fetish modeling and time spent in a state mental institution. 
Answer: Bettie Page  

3. In the 1970s, this Dutch professional tennis player won 10 Grand Slam titles in women's doubles and mixed 
doubles, the latter of which were all with Frew McMillan. 
Answer: Betty Stöve  



9. The N64 had a lot of cool games involving vehicles. Name these examples, for ten points each. 

1. This series finally got a sequel on the N64. Just like the original NES game, there is a track editor and players 
must watch motorcycle temperatures. 
Answer: Excitebike (accept Excitebike 64)  

2. This game by Rare tasks players with making sure a truck carrying some nukes arrives at a destination... no matter 
what buildings and other objects must be destroyed to clear the path. 
Answer: Blast Corps  

3. This series originally published by Acclaim for the N64 might appear to be another futuristic racing game with 
combat elements, but the use of motorcycles, the emphasis on speed, and its roller-coaster like tracks help it stand 
out. 
Answer: Extreme G  

10. For ten points each, name these pirates not necessarily of the Caribbean (or Somalia): 

1. Errol Flynn played this doctor-turned-pirate opposite Olivia de Havilland in an Oscar-nominated 1935 film based 
on a Rafael Sabatini novel. 
Answer: Captain Peter Blood  

2. The Goonies sought the treasure of this dead pirate. 
Answer: One-Eyed Willie (prompt on partial answer)  

3. Bob Hoskins played this henchman in Hook. 
Answer: Smee  

11. Only one player in NFL history has a career mark for interceptions returned for touchdown in the double digits. For 
ten points each: 

1. Name this player, who returned 12 picks for touchdowns over 16 seasons with four teams in a career that lasted 
from 1987 to 2003. 
Answer: Rod Woodson  

2. This Tennessee Titans quarterback is the only one Woodson victimized twice. 
Answer: Steve McNair  

3. Woodson returned an interception for a touchdown for three of the four teams he played for, and the one team he 
failed to do this for is also the only team he didn't do it against while playing for another team. Name this 
franchise that neither let up nor profited from a Woodson INT-to-TD, for whom he played in 1997. 
Answer: San Francisco 49ers  

12. As of when this question was being written, President Obama had yet to select a Presidential pet. Answer the 
following about breeds of recent Presidential dogs for ten points each. 

1. Barney and Miss Beazley, two pets of the recently departed President Bush, are of this breed, as was FDR's famed 
Fala, of which a statue stands besides one of FDR at his Washington Memorial. 
Answer: Scottish Terrier or Scottie  

2. George W. Bush also had custody of another dog, Spot Fetcher, the daughter of Millie, the first President Bush's 
dog. Both Spot and Millie are of this breed. 
Answer: English Springer Spaniel  

3. Bill Clinton's pet Buddy, acquired in 1997, was one of the chocolate-coated variety of this breed, the most popular 
breed, according to registration, in both the US and the world as a whole. 
Answer: Labrador Retreiver or Lab  



13. It's April, and Roger Federer has won exactly one title - the AAMI Classic. For ten points each, answer these questions 
on his inability to win any decent tournaments. 

1. For all of the problems he's had with Rafael Nadal, Federer has lost in three tournaments this year to this Brit. 
Answer: Andy Murray  

2. In his most recent stop at the ATP tournament in Miami, Federer lost in the semis to this Serb, the number 3 
ranked player in the world. 
Answer: Novak Djokovic  

3. Roger's problems even extend to doubles, as he and partner Yves Allegro lost in the round of 32 at Indian Wells 
to these American brothers. 
Answer: Bob and Mike Bryan  

14. Men. Can't live with 'em, can't set them on fire and laugh while they die screaming. For ten points each, given the 
country albums, identify the cranky female vocalists. 

1. Kerosene, Crazy Ex-Girlfriend 
Answer: Miranda Lambert  

2. Fist City, I Lie 
Answer: Loretta Lynn  

3. All Jacked Up, One of the Boys 
Answer: Gretchen Wilson  

15. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS PER PART. For five points each, given a pop cover, name the song and the musical it 
comes from: 

1. [Track #19] 
Answer: "The Impossible Dream" from Man of La Mancha (performed by Robert Goulet)  

2. [Track #20] 
Answer: "I Don't Know How to Love Him" from Jesus Christ Superstar (performed by Helen Reddy)  

3. [Track #21] 
Answer: "Ol' Man River" from Show Boat (performed by Frank Sinatra)  

16. Every now and then a bonus appears out of the bonnie mists to ask you about songs from Brigadoon. For ten points 
each: 

1. David Brooks and Marion Bell made this song popular in the musical, and Gene Kelly sung it in the musical 
version, declaring "What a day this has been/What a rare mood I'm in." One of Nat King Cole's takes is heard 
during the closing credits of Groundhog Day. 
Answer: "Almost Like Being in Love"  

2. Two songs concern this lass who is to be wed to Charlie Dalrympl, one regarding her packing up and moving out, 
which occurs after Charlie says goodbye to his bachelorhood to "Go Home with" her. 
Answer: Bonnie Jeannie MacLaren  

3. This character ineffectually comes onto Jeff and then laments losing "The Love of Her Life," though she is 
decidedly more upbeat when telling those of the drunken escapades during "My Mother's Wedding Day." 
Answer: Meg  



17. Tempest in a teapot, indeed: answer these questions about issues that have rocked the science fiction world. 

1. At the Hugo awards ceremony 3 years ago, noted author and asshole Harlan Ellison grabbed the breasts of this 
author, known for Fire Watch and To Say Nothing of the Dog, and refused to apologize. 
Answer: Connie Willis  

2. The science fiction blogosphere has recently erupted over the treatment of people of color in the genre, primarily 
due to the depiction of a black male character who can turn into a stallion; the uproar has been given this name. 
Answer: Racefail 2009  

3. Huge amounts of ink were spent in the 1970s defending and attacking this more experimental, literary approach to 
science fiction writing propounded by New Worlds magazine, and associated with Roger Zelazny, Michael 
Moorcock, and Thomas Disch. 
Answer: New Wave  

18. All three of them appeared in the "Something to Tide You Over" segment from 1982's Creepshow. For ten points 
each: 

1. Richard Vickers, the jilted wealthy husband of Becky, was portrayed by this comedic actor whose other film roles 
include Dr. Rumack and Sergeant Frank Drebin. 
Answer: Leslie Nielsen  

2. Becky's illicit lover, Harry Wentworth, was portrayed by this actor who got into trouble in real life for his 
extramarital romantic involvement with Whoopi Goldberg and his appearance in blackface at a Friar's Club roast 
of her. 
Answer: Ted Danson  

3. Becky was played by this actress, the only primary cast member from Dawn of the Dead to not make a cameo 
appearance in the 2004 remake, though a fictitious department is named in her honor. 
Answer: Gaylen Ross  

19. The author of the novel this movie is based on - who has the same name as the protagonist - makes a brief cameo in it 
as a man holding a leaf blower. For ten points each: 

1. Name this 2005 film starring Elijah Wood as Jonathan Safran Foer, a Jewish American who travels to the Ukraine 
to find the woman who saved his grandfather from the Nazis during World War 2. 
Answer: Everything Is Illuminated  

2. Everything Is Illuminated was the directing debut of this actor, who plays the villainous Sabretooth in the 
upcoming X-Men Origins: Wolverine. 
Answer: Liev Schreiber  

3. This band's song "Start Wearing Purple" plays over Everything Is Illuminated's closing credits; their lead singer, 
Eugene Hutz, has a major supporting role as the guide Alex. 
Answer: Gogol Bordello  

20. I love VH-1 list shows. For ten points each, who presented: 

1. The "Makeout Songs" of each year in the original I Love the '80s. 
Answer: Lionel Ritchie  

2. The "Pimpest Tracks" of each year in I Love the '90s: Part Deux. 
Answer: Ben Stein  

3. "Songs to Make Whoopee To" in I Love the '70s: Volume 2. 
Answer: Bob Eubanks  



21. Drivers on the wrong end of an altercation with Danica Patrick, for ten points each. 

1. This Penske driver and Patrick got in a collision that knocked them both out of the 2008 Indy 500. Patrick walked 
up pit row to confront him, but track security intervened. 
Answer: Ryan Briscoe  

2. In 2007 she confronted this 2005 IRL series champ after they bumped during the ABC Supply Company A.J. 
Foyt 225. 
Answer: Dan Wheldon  

3. Her latest exchange came this season, as she patted this rookie on the helmet and had a "lively discussion" while 
waiting to be picked up after crashing during a race in St. Petersburg. 
Answer: Raphael Matos  

22. His Depression-era novel No Man of Her Own was made into the only movie to star legendary Hollywood couple 
Clark Gable and Carole Lombard. For ten points each: 

1. Name this producer better known for a cycle of 9 horror films he made at RKO in the 1940s, including Cat 
People and I Walked With a Zombie. 
Answer: Val Lewton  

2. Lewton and his frequent collaborator, director Jacques Tourneur, first met while doing second-unit work for this 
super-producer on A Tale of Two Cities. Lewton also served as his assistant on Gone With the Wind. 
Answer: David O. Selznick  

3. Lewton gave this man, who had previously edited Citizen Kane, his first directing assignment on 1944's The 
Curse of the Cat People. He went on to make the horror classic The Haunting in between winning 4 Oscars for 
West Side Story and The Sound of Music. 
Answer: Robert Wise  

23. For ten points each, answer these things that Barney Stinson has done to create his legendary status. 

1. Barney has licked this national icon, but so has Ted Moseby, which makes it less cool. 
Answer: Liberty Bell  

2. Barney has also written and starred in his own one-man play, where his character is one of these who finds love. 
Answer: robot  

3. Barney not only had a waterbed, but it had this fitting name from American literature. 
Answer: The Pequod  

 


